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컴퓨팅패러다임의변화

PC�/�Desktop

Mobile�platforms

Datacenter�/�Cloud



컴퓨팅패러다임의변화

Datacenter�&�Cloud

Expensive:�100s�of�millions�$$�to�construct�and�operate

Datacenter�&�Cloud

à�Need�to�build�fast�and�efficient�datacenter�servers



• 분야: 시스템 및아키텍처

• 프로세서 (CPU/GPU/NPU)�구조

• 운영체제, 가상 머신

• 병렬및분산처리시스템

• 인공지능시스템

• 데이터센터 / 클라우드컴퓨팅

어떤연구를하는지?

Datacenter�(or�cloud)�scale



• 연구내용

• 거대모델(예: GPT-3)는 컴퓨팅 자원을매우많이필요로하고특히메모리부족이심각함

• 원활하고빠른추론서비스를위해다수의 GPU를 통한 분산및병렬처리시스템구축

• 대규모 GPU�자원을 효율적으로관리하는시스템및소프트웨어기술연구

• 많은 LLM 추론요청을처리할수있는기술개발

• 비용효율적인학습시스템개발

• 우대사항 (필수 X)
• GPU�아키텍처 이해및 CUDA�프로그래밍경험

• PyTorch 경험

연구주제 1: 빠르고 효율적인 LLM�서빙 시스템

관련�논문:�Fast�and�Efficient�Model�Serving�Using�Multi-GPUs�with�Direct-Host-Access�(EuroSys�‘23)



• 연구내용

• 서버컴퓨터의코어및메모리양은계속해서증가

• 앞으로는성능이다른여러메모리장치가등장

• 대용량메모리를효율적으로사용하기위한메모리관리기법필요!

• 데이터센터환경을고려한운영체제및라이브러리수준에서관리기술연구

• 클라우드컴퓨팅을고려한하이퍼바이저레벨에서관리기술연구

• 우대사항 (필수 X)

• 리눅스프로그래밍경험자

연구주제 2: 운영체제 메모리 관리 최적화

관련�논문:�Exploring�the�Design�Space�of�Page�Management�for�Multi-Tiered�Memory�Systems�(USENIX�ATC�‘21)



연구주제 3: NPU 및 PIM 아키텍처 설계
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• 연구�내용

• LLM 추론 가속을위한 NPU�및 PIM�기술 연구



최근 3년 연구 결과: 최우수 컨퍼런스 논문 3편

Exploring the Design Space of Page Management for Multi-Tiered Memory
Systems

Jonghyeon Kim, Wonkyo Choe, and Jeongseob Ahn
Ajou University

Abstract
With the arrival of tiered memory systems comprising various
types of memory, such as DRAM and SCM, the operating
system support for memory management is becoming increas-
ingly important. However, the way that operating systems
currently manage pages was designed under the assumption
that all the memory has the same capabilities based on DRAM.
This oversimplification leads to non-optimal memory usage
in tiered memory systems. This study performs an in-depth
analysis of page management schemes in the current Linux
design extending NUMA to support systems equipped with
both DRAM and SCM (Intel’s DCPMM). In such multi-tiered
memory systems, we find that the critical factor in perfor-
mance is not only the access locality but also the access tier
of memory. When considering both characteristics, there are
several alternatives to page placement. However, current op-
erating systems only prioritize access locality. This paper ex-
plores the design space of page management schemes, called
AutoTiering, to use multi-tiered memory systems effectively.
Our evaluation results show that our proposed techniques
can significantly improve performance for various workloads,
compared to the stock Linux kernel, by unlocking the poten-
tial of the multi-tiered memory hierarchy.

1 Introduction

With the advent of in-memory computing, such as data an-
alytics, key-value stores, and graph processing, the demand
for high-density DRAM has been steadily increasing in re-
cent years [27]. However, due to the challenge of scaling
DRAM density, a new class of memory has received atten-
tion to bridge the performance gap between DRAM and SSD.
For example, Intel recently unveiled its non-volatile memory
based on 3D Xpoint technology, called Optane DC Persistent
Memory Module (DCPMM) that provides more density than
DRAM while outperforming flash-based SSDs [23]. Cloud
vendors such as Google, Oracle, Microsoft, and Baidu have
adopted such storage class memory (SCM) in their cloud
services [4, 14, 17, 25].
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Figure 1: Software-managed tiered memory system aug-
mented on the NUMA architecture

Since modern server systems are built with the Non-
Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture, future large-
memory systems will take the shape of tiered memory aug-
mented on traditional NUMA architecture, called multi-tiered
memory. Figure 1 presents a real-world multi-tiered memory
system used throughout this study. Each compute chip has two
types of memory: DRAM (upper-tier) and Intel’s DCPMM
(lower-tier). We configure both DRAM and DCPMM to
be fully exposed to software as memory.

This paper presents that the recent advancement in
Linux [15] and tiered memory studies [16, 20, 35] do not
lead to optimal page placement in multi-tiered memory sys-
tems. As the new class of memory becomes part of the main
memory, the critical factor in performance is not only the
access locality but also the access tier of memory. However,
current page placement schemes have been established for
DRAM-only NUMA architecture and only consider locality
between threads and memory [2, 8, 12, 13, 21, 38]. As a result,
the current design is far from exploiting the potential benefits
of multi-tiered memory systems. For example, suppose the
local DRAM becomes full when promoting pages from the
lower-tier (DCPMM) to the upper-tier (DRAM) memory. In
this case, the current state of the art leaves the page on the
lower-tier memory, regardless of the availability of the remote
DRAM (of the upper-tier). Such a decision is reasonable for
DRAM-only NUMA systems because there is no difference
between alternatives. However, in multi-tiered memory sys-
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Abstract
With the ever-growing demands for GPUs, most organizations
allow users to share the multi-GPU servers. However, we
observe that the memory space across GPUs is not effectively
utilized enough when consolidating various workloads that
exhibit highly varying resource demands. This is because
the current memory management techniques were designed
solely for individual GPUs rather than shared multi-GPU
environments.

This study introduces a novel approach to provide an illu-
sion of virtual memory space for GPUs, called hierarchical
unified virtual memory (HUVM), by incorporating the tem-
porarily idle memory of neighbor GPUs. Since modern GPUs
are connected to each other through a fast interconnect, it
provides lower access latency to neighbor GPU’s memory
compared to the host memory via PCIe. On top of HUVM,
we design a new memory manager, called memHarvester, to
effectively and efficiently harvest the temporarily available
neighbor GPUs’ memory. For diverse consolidation scenarios
with DNN training and graph analytics workloads, our exper-
imental result shows up to 2.71⇥ performance improvement
compared to the prior approach in multi-GPU environments.

1 Introduction

As the demand for GPUs explodes, it is now a common prac-
tice in both academia and industry to equip multiple GPUs in
a single server and make them shareable. Many enterprises
in the industry have built large GPU clusters comprised of
a set of multi-GPU servers to satisfy the demand for a va-
riety of workloads from deep learning [1, 13, 18, 26, 36] to
graph applications [6, 10, 19, 31] while saving the infrastruc-
ture cost by sharing. However, as a downside, achieving high
GPU resource efficiency in such multi-GPU servers remains a
challenge. Figure 1 presents that the current memory manage-
ment technique is not effective enough for shared multi-GPU

⇤Co-first authors
†Corresponding author

environments where multiple jobs are running across GPUs
independently. Although a small amount of memory ranging
from hundreds of MB to a few GB remains idle in one or a
few GPUs, other GPUs under heavy memory pressure rely on
the host memory as a swap device that is significantly slower
than remote GPUs within the same server.

Meanwhile, GPU vendors have faced the challenge of scal-
ing the memory capacity of single GPUs. To overcome the
limited capacity of GPUs, a train of previous studies pro-
vides an illusion of infinite memory space with the host mem-
ory [11,14,17,25,28]. However, none of the work does utilize
the idle memory of neighbor GPUs in commodity multi-GPU
systems. As modern GPU servers are commonly equipped
with 8~16 GPUs connected via high-speed interconnect such
as NVLink, accessing the idle memory of neighbor GPUs
is much faster than that of the host. For instance, NVIDIA
DGX-2 has 16 GPUs with point-to-point connections through
NVLink 3.0, yielding a large pool of 512GB GPU memory
at 600GB/s bidirectional bandwidth [23]. On the other hand,
swapping GPU memory to host DRAM via the latest PCIe
4.0 could utilize up to 32GB/s bandwidth only.

In this study, we introduce a new approach providing an
illusion of virtual memory space for GPUs called hierar-
chical unified virtual memory (HUVM) comprised of local
GPU, spare memory of neighbor GPUs, and the host memory.
HUVM opens up a new opportunity for memory virtualiza-
tion by increasing the effective memory space with minimal
performance overhead. When the local GPU memory does
not have free space, HUVM leverages the spare1 memory in
neighbor GPUs as a victim cache between the GPU and host
instead of directly swapping out data to the host memory.

However, it is challenging to effectively and efficiently
harvest the spotty-available, small fraction of neighbor GPUs’
memory because the amount of idle memory is highly variable
and unknown a priori. Beyond the single GPU perspective,
we redesign the memory management scheme for modern
multi-GPU servers. HUVM systems have to find the best

1The terms spare, idle, and harvested are used interchangeably.
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Fast and E�cient Model Serving Using Multi-GPUs
with Direct-Host-Access
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Abstract
As deep learning (DL) inference has been widely adopted for
building user-facing applications in many domains, it is in-
creasingly important for DL inference servers to achieve high
throughput while preserving bounded latency. DL inference
requests can be immediately served if the corresponding
model is already in the GPU memory. Otherwise, it needs
to load the model from host to GPU, adding a signi�cant de-
lay to inference. This paper proposes DeepPlan to minimize
inference latency while provisioning DL models from host
to GPU in server environments. First, we take advantage of
the direct-host-access facility provided by commodity
GPUs, allowing access to particular layers of models in the
host memory directly from GPU without loading. Second,
we parallelize model transmission across multiple GPUs to
reduce the time for loading models from host to GPU. We
show that a single inference can achieve a 1.94⇥ speedup
compared with the state-of-the-art pipelining approach for
BERT-Base. When deploying multiple BERT, RoBERTa, and
GPT-2 instances on a DL inference serving system, DeepPlan
shows a signi�cant performance improvement compared to
the pipelining technique and stable 99% tail latency.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization; • Soft-
ware and its engineering! Software system structures;

Keywords: DNN model serving, Direct-host-access, Parallel-
transmission
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1 Introduction
Due to the increasing demand to utilize deep neural networks
(DNNs) in many user-facing applications, it is becoming in-
creasingly important to provide deep learning (DL) inference
with low latency [8, 13, 17, 27]. To serve incoming inference
requests within the strict latency constraints (e.g., service
level objectives), a straightforward approach is to cache mod-
els in the GPU memory, as depicted in Figure 1a. However,
the downside of this approach is that inference servers need
to be over-provisioned for the peak load, increasing the op-
eration cost of servers. A promising way to reduce the cost
of GPU servers is to allow the number of models to extend
beyond the GPU memory limit [20], leading to fewer GPU
servers. Once GPU memory becomes insu�cient to add a
new model, we can reclaim the GPU memory space occu-
pied by an inactive model and load the active model. If an
inference request arrives at a model not ready in the GPU
memory, it starts loading the corresponding model to GPU
on-demand [34, 37] (Figure 1b). The remaining challenge is
to minimize the (cold-start) time for loading DL models to
GPU memory, which signi�cantly delays inference. For in-
stance, loading a BERT-Base model takes 40ms if the model
is available in host memory, while a single inference on the
model cached in the GPU memory is complete within 9.35ms
for NVIDIA V100.

A recent inspiring study presented populatingmodel trans-
mission per layer granularity [6], enabling inference to start
before the entire model is loaded, as shown in Figure 1c. This
approach hides the time for loading layers by overlapping
it with the computation. Since DNN models comprise a se-
quence of layers, we can separate the inference computation
layer-by-layer. Once the �rst layer is loaded, the inference
starts immediately. While performing the inference on the
�rst layer, it loads the next layer simultaneously. However, to
make such pipelining technique e�ective, it is required that
the computation time must be su�ciently longer than the
loading time. Otherwise, the computation cannot proceed
until the corresponding layer is completely loaded, called
pipeline stall. Since recent DNN models such as BERT and
GPT have large layers that take a substantial loading time, it
is challenging to fully overlap such layer loading time with
the computation.
In this study, we explore three techniques to minimize

the performance impact of loading models: executing layers
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• 리눅스커널
• 운영체제동작원리에대해서심도있는이해

• 커널프로그래밍경험을통해서운영체제기술습득및최적화

• 병렬컴퓨팅
• 병렬처리하드웨어및구동되는소프트웨어원리이해

• CPU�및 GPU에서 병렬로동작하는코드구현에관심있는학생

• 대상: 시스템 개발 및연구에관심이있는학생누구나
• 운영체제 / 시스템프로그래밍 / 컴퓨터구조관심있는학생누구나

컴퓨터시스템연구실인턴모집 (상시)

문의:�jsahn@korea.ac.kr

mailto:jsahn@korea.ac.kr


자주물어보는질문들

• 해당 연구에 관심이 있는데 실력이 부족한 것 같아요...

• 연구에대한관심과동기부여가가장중요

• 기본적인 C/C++ 프로그래밍실력 + 필수과목수강 (컴퓨터구조, 운영체제)

• 해당 연구에 관심이 있는데 어디서 시작할까요?

• 연구참여인턴쉽



컴퓨터시스템연구에관심이있다면연구실

구성원아무에게나연락주세요!

연락처: jsahn@korea.ac.kr
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